ALL BOOKS ARE REQUIRED UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

Your books may be purchased through the campus Barns & Noble Bookstore (936) 294-1864.

Mosby/Elsevier textbooks will package their books. The package is available as E-book only or Print and E-book. Books noted as ‘optional’ are not included in the Mosby/Elsevier textbook package.

The publishers not included in the Mosby/Elsevier textbook package are highlighted for your convenience.

NURS 4030 – Community Nursing


NURS 4520 and NURS 4540 – Care of Infants, Children & Adolescents and Maternal Newborn


RECOMMENDED

NCLEX-RN Prep book – you choose what works for you. It should include comprehensive information, summarize content, have lots of questions (written and electronic), and provide rationales for all answer options for the questions.


Recommended Mobile Applications: There are free versions of the following apps which you will find helpful throughout the curriculum: Medical Dictionary, Micromedex, ePocrates, ClinLab, Navigator

Mosby/Elsevier Package ISBNs:

Sam Houston S1 P & E 9780323300759
Sam Houston S1 E-Only 9780323308632

REQUIRED BOOKS WILL BE USED THROUGHOUT CURRICULUM-DO NOT RENT OR SELL